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The generation of high quality three-dimensional
meshes is important in voxel-based computational mod-
eling and simulation of stochastic reaction-diffusion sys-
tems. Compared with cubical meshes used in some
reaction-diffusion simulators such as MesoRD [1], tetra-
hedral meshes are more flexible in representing complex
geometry boundaries, for instance, the spherical head of
a dendritic spine. We describe the interaction between
tetrahedral mesh generators (CUBIT [2], TetGen [3])
and our STochastic Engine for Pathway Simulation
(STEPS) [4], including the generation and importing of
meshes, as well as the visualization of the simulations in
a 3D graphical environment.
STEPS is a GNU-licensed simulation platform that
uses an extension of Gillespie’s SSA [5] to deal with
reactions and diffusion of molecules in 3D reconstruc-
tions of neuronal morphology and tissue [4]. In order to
support a range of research goals, it provides a flexible
Python frontend together with an efficient C++ backend.
In STEPS, the diffusion of molecules is simulated as dif-
fusive fluxes between tetrahedral elements in the mesh,
represented by a series of first-order reactions.
Since many mesh generating methods and software
packages are available in public, instead of implementing
our own mesh generator, STEPS provides a generic,
extendable Python-based import interface for different
tetrahedral mesh formats. Thus the first step is to create
a suitable mesh, which can be challenging. In our
research [6] it involves the reconstruction of anatomi-
cal/morphological structures from combinations of sim-
ple geometry primitives like cylinders and spheres. Once
the mesh file is generated, it can be imported to the
simulations using either pre-implemented import func-
tions (currently supporting Abaqus and TetGen mesh
formats) or user-developed functions by adapting the
STEPS element proxy interface. The element proxy
interface performs automatic mapping between mesh
elements in external files and the ones used by the
STEPS simulation. Monitoring mesh quality is possible
via mesh generators or the STEPS internal quality
metric. This metric calculates the Radius-Edge Ratio
(RER) for each tetrahedron, given by dividing the radius
of the tetrahedron’s circumsphere with the length of the
shortest edge. The smaller this value, the more regular
the tetrahedron. The minimum value of this metric is
given by computing the RER for a fully regular tetrahe-
dron, that is, sqrt(6)/4.
Although the visualization of stochastic reaction-diffu-
s i o ns i m u l a t i o n sw i t h3 Dm e s h e si so p t i o n a ld u et ot h e
high number of reactions/diffusions that take place dur-
ing a simulation, it is sometimes required for demon-
stration and education. Animations of such a simulation
can be made by a script-controlled 3D graphical envir-
onment, for example the python frontend of CUBIT,
with user-specified data extracted from the STEPS simu-
lation. Alternatively, STEPS provides a preliminary
Python-based visual toolkit for general purposes of
displaying meshes and simple reaction-diffusion
simulations.
Overall, the collaborative workflow between STEPS
and external mesh generators discussed here has shown
its flexibility and will facilitate a broad range of applica-
tions in computational pathway modeling and
simulation.
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